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Abstract 

 Compared to object-based registration, feature-based registration is much less complex. 

However, in order for feature-based registration to work, the two image stacks under 

consideration must have the same acquisition tilt angle and have the same anatomical 

location – two requirements that are not always fulfilled. In this paper, we propose a 

technique that reconstructs two sets of medical images acquired with different acquisition 

angles and anatomical cross sections into one set of images of identical scanning orientation 

and positions. The space correlation information among the two image stacks is first extracted 

and is used to correct the tilt angle and anatomical position differences in the image stacks. 

Satisfactory reconstruction results were presented to prove our points. 



 

1. Introduction 

Compared to objected-based registration, feature-based registration is much less complex. 

However, in order for these methods to work, the two image stacks under consideration must 

have the same acquisition tilt angle and have the same anatomical location – two requirements 

that are not always fulfilled.  

The acquisition tilt angle is often different in routine acquisition protocols among 

different imaging modalities. In addition, if the patient’s scans have already been acquired 

using a specific acquisition tilt angle, it will be costly and discomfort to rescan with the other 

acquisition tilt angle just to obtain different orientation image stacks for registration or 

physician observation.   

In this paper, we present a complete solution to convert two sets of medical images 

acquired with different acquisition angles and anatomical cross sections into one set of images 

of identical scanning orientation and positions.  The sequence of steps about the proposed 

approach is shown in Fig. 1. First, the original image acquisition parameters (including slice 

thickness, tile angle, and number of images) are input to simulate (reconstruct) the original 

image acquisition circumstance as shown in Figs. 2. The space correlation information among 

the two image stacks is then extracted. After that, depending on the space correlation 

information, such as the scan line thicknesses, the scan line tilt angle and orientation of the 



image, the reconstructed gray level of pixels are computed, based on various intersection/ 

correlation situations.   

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes the technique 

of image transformation.  Results of our transformation are presented in Section 3. Finally, in 

Section 4, conclusions and possible future extensions of the work are given. 

2. Method 

The purpose of image reconstruction is to convert two sets of medical images acquired 

with different acquisition angles (orientation) and anatomical positions into image sets of 

identical orientation and positions. In practical scanning, an acquisition scan plan has two 

degrees of freedom, a tilt angle (θ ), which denotes the raising angle relative to horizontal 

plans along the x direction, and an incident angle (δ ) which denotes the raising angle relative 

to horizontal plans along the z direction. A cross section image is obtained by averaging gray 

levels in the two sides of the acquisition scan plan within a specific range (thickness). To 

simplify demonstration, in following figures we will use an “acquisition scan line” to 

represent an acquisition scan plan. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a silhouette image shows two sets 

of acquisition scan lines, one denoting the horizontal axial scans (tilt angle o0=θ , incident 

angle o0=δ ) and the other the oblique axial scans with tilt angle o0>θ and incident angle 

o0=δ .  

 It is emphasized here that any scan line in the silhouette image represents an image 



scanned at a certain position of the human body, whereas a point on the scan line corresponds 

to a row of pixels on that image. For example, let the i-th oblique acquisition scan line, iQO  

in Fig. 3a be the projection of the oblique-scanned image (Fig. 3b), then the points tiqo ,1, , 

tniqo ,, on iQO  would be the line projections of the image rows of 1,iso , viso ,  to the view of 

sight as shown in Fig. 3b. The one-to-one mapping between a point on the oblique acquisition 

scan line in Fig. 3a and a row of pixels on the scanned image, e.g., Fig. 3b, allows one to map 

any image row, kiso , , to the corresponding point, tjiqo ,, , on the i-th oblique acquisition scan 

line according to the relationship: 

)( ,, tjiiik qoToso =  (1) 

where )( ,, tjii qoTo  is defined as 
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The titji qoqo ,1,,, ,  is the Euclidean distance between vectors tjiqo ,, , tiqo ,1, , and |•| is the 

absolute value operator. In this equation, 1,iso , viso ,  are the nominal pixel rows on the i-th 

oblique axial scan image that corresponds to the points tjiqo ,,  and tniqo ,,  on the i-th oblique 

acquisition scan line. Similarly, in the case of axial scan, we can map the pixel rows of kiSH ,  

for the i-th horizontal axial scan into points tjiqh ,,  as: 

)( ,,, tjiiki qhThSH = ,  (3) 

where 
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and tlish ,, , tuish ,,  are the nominal pixel rows on the i-th horizontal axial image 

corresponding to the points tliqh ,,  and tmiqh ,,  on the i-th horizontal acquisition scan line. 

 Without loss of generality, in the following discussion we assume that a set of oblique 

axial scanned images with a slant acquisition angle of θ , is used to reconstruct a set of 

horizontal axial scanned images, o0=θ , as illustrated in Fig. 4. In this figure, the horizontal 

acquisition scan line, QHi, stands for the desired horizontal axial scan, and the oblique 

acquisition scan line, QOs, depict the oblique axial scanned image used to reconstruct the 

horizontal axial scanned image.  The finite dimension of an image voxel entails that the gray 

level at any point along the horizontal or oblique acquisition scan lines is an average of all 

points that fall within the individual slice thickness. For example, the gray level of point 

tjiqh ,,  is an average of gray levels of the points lie on the vertical line segment between 

1,,, tjip  and wtjip ,,, . As a result, a direct point-by-point gray level substitution from either 

tfcqo ,,  or tecqo ,,  to tjiqh ,,  is likely to produce abrupt intensity change, particularly at the 

edge pixels where there exist a big intensity difference between the neighboring points.  

To alleviate this problem one would need to calculate the gray levels at 1,,, tjip , wtjip ,,,  

and points in between and average them out for the gray level at point tjiqh ,, . To simplify 

discussion, let us first assume that the oblique slice thickness is small so that the thickness 



line is located within the left-bound line and right-bound line of the oblique axial scan cQO .  

A more general case dealing with a thicker image slice is discussed in the next paragraph. 

Assuming that the contribution of all points within the slice thickness is identical it can 

therefore be recognized that the gray level of tfcqo ,,  could substitute for the gray level of 

1,,, tjip , and the gray level of tecqo ,,  for wtjip ,,, . Likewise, the gray levels of the points 

between 1,,, tjip  and wtjip ,,,  can be replaced by the gray levels of those points between 

tecqo ,,  and tfcqo ,,  on the oblique axial scan cQO . Once these gray levels are obtained, the 

gray level at point tjiqh ,,  can be easily averaged out.  

 If the oblique axial scan thickness is too thin or the horizontal axial scan thickness is too 

thick, then more than one oblique axial scans are required for the reconstruction of the 

horizontal axial scan. The following is a discussion of all possible situations of the interaction 

between the horizontal and the oblique axial scans. Without loss of generality, it is assumed 

that only the c-1-th, c-th, and c+1-th oblique axial scans are involved in the reconstruction of 

the horizontal axial scans.  

 The interrelation between the horizontal axial scan and the oblique ones can be classified 

into three categories: 

 Case I: the oblique slice thickness is large, so is the intersection angle between the 

horizontal and the oblique acquisition scan lines. In this case, the thickness line of the 

horizontal axial image, e.g., the vertical line segment passing through point tjiqh ,, , will only 



intersect with one of the oblique acquisition scan line, the left or the right bound lines only. 

(Fig. 5). Let the projection points for 1,,, tjip , ltjip ,,,  and wtjip ,,,  be tfcqo ,,1− , tecqo ,,1−  (or 

tfcqo ,, ) and tecqo ,, , respectively. The coordinate transformations for the projection points can 

be formulated as 

)sincos)cos( ,cossin)cos(( 1111,,1 δθθδθθ tfdytfdxqo tfc −−−+−−=−  (5) 

)sincos,cossin( 22,,1 δθδθ tdytdxqo tec −−+−=−   (6) 

)sincos ,cossin( 22,, δθδθ tdytdxqo tfc −+++=   (7) 
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the horizontal and oblique axial scans. The projection points lying in between 1,,, tjip  and 

wtjip ,,,  can be similarly obtained. Once the mappings are established, the gray level for point 

tjiqh ,,  can be obtained. 

 Case II: he oblique slice thickness and the intersection angle are both small. As a result, 

the horizontal scan thickness line intersects with the oblique acquisition scan line and one of 

the left or right bound lines.  This case is illustrated in Fig. 6. Following previous rationales, 

we can come up with the coordinate transformations for the projection points tfcqo ,,1− , 

tecqo ,,1− , tfcqo ,,  and tecqo ,,  as 

)sincos)cos( ,cossin)cos(( 1111,,1 δθθδθθ tfdytfdxqo tfc −−−+−−=−  (9) 



)sincos ,cossin( 22,,1 δθδθ tdytdxqo tec −−+−=−  (10) 

)sincoscos ,cossincos( 2222,, δθθδθθ tfytfxqo tfc −+++=  (11) 

)sincoscos ,cossincos( 3434,, δθθδθθ tfytfxqo tec −−+−=  (12) 

where 
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 Case III: The oblique slice thickness and the intersection angle are so small that the 

horizontal thickness line intersects with all of the oblique acquisition scan line, the left and the 

right bound lines (Fig. 7). In this case the coordinate transformations for the projection points 

tfcqo ,,1− , tecqo ,,1− , tfcqo ,, , tecqo ,, , tfcqo ,,1+  and tecqo ,,1+  become: 

)sincos)cos( ,cossin)cos(( 1111,,1 δθθδθθ tfdytfdxqo tfc −−−+−−=−   (14) 

)sincos ,cossin( 22,,1 δθδθ tdytdxqo tec −−+−=−  (15) 

)sincoscos ,cossincos( 2222,, δθθδθθ tfytfxqo tfc −+++=  (16) 

)sincoscos ,cossincos( 3434,, δθθδθθ tfytfxqo tec −−+−=  (17) 

)sincos ,cossin( 44,,1 δθδθ tdytdxqo tfc −+++=+  (18) 
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If the oblique slice thickness is very thin and/or if the angle between the horizontal and 

oblique axial scan is small, then more than three oblique axial scans may be involved in the 



reconstruction of the horizontal axial image. Assuming that the calculation of the gray level at 

point tjiqh ,,  is dependent on the l-th to the r-th oblique axial scans, and let the influential 

points at the n-th oblique axial image be tfnten qoqo ,,,, ~ , then tjiqh ,, ’s gray level can be 

determined according to: 
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where )( ,, tjii qhTh  follows from Eq. (4), ))(,( ,, tjiih qhThxI  denotes the gray level at pixel 

))(,( ,, tjii qhThx  on the i-th simulated horizontal axial image. )( ,, tknn qoTo  is obtained from 

Eq. (2) that resolves the image row on the oblique axial image corresponding to tknqo ,, . 

))(,( ,, tknno qoThxI  denotes the gray level at pixel ))(,( ,, tknn qoTox  on the n-th oblique axial 

image. Equation (29) therefore stands for the summation of the normalized gray levels from 

the influential pixels over the total involved oblique axial scans. 

 

3. Experimental Results 

In this experiment we set out to test our proposed image transformation technique. We have 

acquired two sets of CT images of a phantom, one is the horizontal axial scan (33 images) and 

the other the oblique axial scan with ο15−=θ  acquisition angle (32 images). According to 

what was introduced in Section 2, we transform the set of oblique images to horizontal ones 

and compared the results to the acquired horizontal images (Figs. 8, 9). Figures (8a, 9a) are 



two scanned horizontal CT slices and Figs. (8b, 9b) are the transformed ones. A direct 

subtraction of the corresponding image pairs reveals the difference after applying our 

transformation technique (Figs. 8c, 9c). It can be seen that the difference is small in general 

and the significant ones are mostly occurred at tissue boundaries. This is because during 

transformation, we have assumed the gray levels are identical for those pixels within the 

thickness line of the oblique images. This assumption poses no threats to most regions that are 

homogeneous in nature but will result larger variations at regions that have large intensity 

variations, such as those at the boundaries. Nevertheless, these differences are small in scale 

compared to the original image intensities.  

For objective evaluation, a quantitative evaluation of the difference is as follows. 

Consider the normalized square sum of the gray levels, D, in the transformed and true 

scanned images 
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where 1I  is the transformed image intensity; 2I  is the true scanned image intensity. The 

energy, )(IE , of an image I is determined as 
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and ),( 21 IIEd is the square sum of the gray level difference between images 1I  and 2I . i.e., 
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where NN ×  is the image dimension. D is bounded between 0 and 1, and the larger D the 

larger the difference, and vice versa. 

Table 1 shows the calculated D values in the range between 0.03 to 0.11, with a mean of 

0.06. These small values prove the effectiveness of the proposed technique. 

 

Table 1 the variance between obtained transformation image and truth horizontal axial 
image 

Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 average

D 0.0306 0.0465 0.1018 0.0665 0.0312 0.0479 0.0506 0.1092 0.0761 0.0365 0.0603

 

4. Conclusion 

Integration of multi-modality medical images to improve diagnosis accuracy has been 

a major trend in current clinical diagnosis applications. Prior feature-based registration 

methods were based on the assumptions that the to-be registered images were captured with 

the same acquisition tilt angle and at the same body position, but neither assumption can be 

guaranteed. In this paper, we propose a technique that reconstructs two sets of medical images 

acquired with different acquisition angles and anatomical cross sections into one set of images 

of identical scanning orientation and positions. The space correlation information among the 

two image stacks is first extracted and is used to correct the tilt angle and anatomical position 

differences found in the image stacks. Satisfactory reconstruction results were presented to 



prove our method.  
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Figure 1 The sequence of steps about the proposed approach 
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Figure 2 The silhouette image showing horizontal and oblique acquisition scan lines. 
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Figure 3 (a) Schematic diagram showing the intersection points of the i-th horizontal 

acquisition scan line, iQH , the i-th oblique acquisition scan lines, iQO , to the skull 

boundary, tiqh ,1, , tmiqh ,, , tliqo ,,  and tniqo ,, , respectively. Dotted lines above and below 

iQH  reveal the thickness of the horizontal slice. (b) The oblique-scanned image that 

constituted the iQO . 
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Figure 4 Schematic diagram showing that a set of oblique axial scanned images with a slant 

acquisition angle of θ , is used to reconstruct a set of horizontal axial scanned images. 
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Figure 5 Schematic diagrams showing that the horizontal thickness line intersect with the left 

bound lines only.  
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Figure 6 Schematic diagrams showing that the horizontal thickness line crosses over the 

oblique acquisition scan line, cQO , and the left bound line but does not intersect the right 

bound line.  
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Figure 7 When the oblique slice thickness and/or the intersection angle further decreases, the 

axial thickness line would eventually crosses over all of the oblique slice line, the left and the 

right bound lines. In this case, the pixel intensity at tjiqh ,,  would need to be calculated from 

three oblique slices of 1−cQO , cQO  and 1+cQO . 
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Figure 8 Comparison of a true horizontal axial scan CT image (a) and a transformed one (b) 

that was obtained from a set of oblique-scanned images. The difference between the two 

images is shown in (c) where its intensity is comparatively small and mostly occurred at the 

tissue boundaries. 
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Figure 9 As in Fig. 8, the true horizontal axial scan CT image (a), the transformed image (b) 

and the difference image (c) at a different slice position is displayed. 

 

 

 

 


